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Despite far too many rainy days so far this season, we have still seen 
another annual growth in visitor numbers and the redevelopment 
work undertaken at the base of the site is also helping the zoo to 
attract a growing audience year on year.

The arrival of 20 Chilean flamingos from the Isle of Wight has vastly 
increased the size of our flock with additional birds expected later this 
year.  Our original birds seem to have aided the new animals to settle 
in very quickly, leading the way into and out of the enclosure. The 
entire flock are now all very steady and will stand within a few feet of 
the visitor windows even on busy days.  

Re-launching the free flight area as our new walkthrough Rainbow 
Lorikeet exhibit has proved incredibly popular. We will slowly grow 
the number of birds within the exhibit to allow them time to settle in 
and get used to their new environment.

The arrival of the giant anteater on site has created a huge amount of 
interest and raises the question of whether this is a completely new 
species to be housed at Dudley. We have been unable to find any 
photos or record of them on site but one of our former keepers 
thought that they may have been housed in the former giant 
tortoise exhibit in the early 1960’s. The zoo would be very interested 
if anyone can provide any evidence that this species has lived on 
site at some point.   

Special events are proving incredibly popular with our visitors this 
year, with places for our new Twilight Trail events quickly snapped up. 
The wide range of ghost events we host throughout the year 
have also seen a huge growth in interest.

In response to the popularity of the new Pokémon game, where 
virtual characters can be found at sites throughout the country, the 
zoo has tried to engage with the enthusiasts rather than attempt 
to exclude them. Concerns were raised that by encouraging 
participation we may encounter problems similar to those around the 
Priory ruins, but we felt that if gamers attend the site during 
the day, we have a good chance of everyone staying safe and 
respecting barriers.

We were delighted that Dudley Zoo won a Gold BIAZA Award in the 
Conservation category for the submission by Dave Clarke and Ian 
Hughes entitled BIAZA Fen Raft Spider Project. This is a joint award 
to 10 BIAZA collections involved in this project through working with 
the BIAZA Terrestrial Invertebrate Working Group with each collection 
receiving their own certificate. Our aim going forward is for our 
Conservation Officer, Chris Leeson, to play a far greater role within 
native species conservation projects.

Get in touch

Zoo Director

Share your stories and 
pictures with us and we’ll 
print the best ones.......

@dudleyzoo

dudleyzoo

admin@dudleyzoo.org.uk

Castle Hill
Dudley
DY1 4QF
T: 01384 215313
www.dudleyzoo.org.uk

Derek Grove, Zoo Director
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Animal in FOCUS

did you know?
The Egyptian Fruit Bat is a smaller type of bat with a length of 
about six inches. However, they have a large wing span of about 
two feet.

The ears of the Egyptian Fruit Bat are long and pointed. They have 
eyes that are large and dark. The snout area of these bats looks very 
similar to that of a canine. They have soft fur. Due to their appearance 
these bats are sometimes called the Flying Fox. They have a very long 
tongue that stays coiled up around the rib cage when they aren’t feeding.

During the day the Egyptian Fruit Bat will spend time grooming and 
sleeping. They roost in caves and deep in the forest areas where it is dark. 
They can create very large colonies with often more than 1,000 members. 
They will stay very close to each other for safety and for warmth. They 
sleep upside down with their wings folded in across them.

They will carry the baby around attached to them for about the 
first six weeks of life. Once they get too big though she will 
have to leave it behind in the roost when she goes out 
for food. The  young feed from milk that the mother produces. 
When these young bats are about three months old 
they have strong enough wings to fly on their own.

When Egyptian Fruit Bats are about 9 months old they 
are mature for mating. The gestation period is about 
115 days, and usually a single offspring will arrive. 

Egyptian Fruit Bat
Rousettus aegyptiacus



Things that go bump 

in the night...... 
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When the zoo shuts for the day and the 
animals are locked away, we’ve captured 
footage of some of our native wildlife who 
come out to play!

DZG Conservation Officer, Chris Leeson has 
set up special night vision camera traps in 
certain areas of the 40-acre site and caught 
on camera badgers and foxes – including a 
curious cub!

Chris said: “We’ve known these animals have 
been living around the zoo site for many years 
as we spot tell-tale signs of their nocturnal 
activities, but this is the first time we’ve been 
able to get an insight into what they actually 
get up to when all the other exotic animals are 
in bed.”

And it’s not just badgers and foxes as 
we’ve also got plenty of bats which have been 
detected in the castle courtyard using specialist 
equipment that picks up their high frequency 
call and a large abundance of moth species 
spotted using non-lethal light traps outside 
Harry Hatch’s cottage in the centre of the 
zoological gardens. 
 
Chris added: “We’ve discovered a family of 
foxes by the back of the chimp enclosure and 
I’ve seen at least 16 badgers at the top of the 
chairlift and behind the Discovery Centre.

“Now we’ve been able to identify exactly 
where the different species are located on 
the zoo site, we can begin keeping detailed 
animal surveys in order to properly target 
conservation issues relating to our 
native wildlife.

“Hopefully we can set up footage for visitors to 
see and in the future look at holding evening 
events with local wildlife groups when we can 
track the animals across the site.”

DZG Conservation Officer, 
Chris Leeson



Meet Romy our 
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Since arriving at DZG in July, Giant anteater 
Romy has certainly made a big impression!

The one year-old has settled in quickly and 
is delighting visitors who love to see her out 
and about.

Senior Keeper, Sarah Evans, said: “Romy’s 
so unusual and it’s great to have the 
species here.

“She’s more active during the afternoon, so 
we advise visitors to try and spot her then, 
but when she’s out she’s very inquisitive and 
will come and sniff around when anyone’s 
about. The species has very poor eyesight, 
so rely on their sense of smell.”

And keepers have discovered she’s got a 
particular fondness for avocado, as well as 
eggs and honey, plus the enrichment logs 
keepers add to her enclosure which are full 
of tasty bugs and grubs!

Sarah added: “Romy’s also very meticulous 
with her bedding, she has a bed in 
the house with rubber matting in but she 
likes to pull the mats off the bed and curl 
up on it on the floor!

“And she likes things kept clean. She won’t 
go to the toilet inside her house and will 
only use a certain patch in her outdoor 
enclosure, which is a great help for us when 
we’re doing our daily cleaning routine.”

Curators are busy trying to source a male 
for Romy and when he arrives they’ll swap 
enclosures with the kangaroos, with an 
indoor den built by the fence to allow 
visitors to see them even when they’re 
indoors sleeping!

Giant anteater 

The anteater has five sharp 
claws on each foot and these 
can be used to tear open the 
hills and mounds exposing the 
ants and termites which are 
gathered up by the animal’s 
long sticky tongue. 
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An Anteaters tongue is some 60cm long 
and has huge salivary glands to produce 
copious amounts of sticky saliva to coat it. 
The anteater flicks in and out its tongue at 
a rate of up to 150 times a minute.

The animal-crazy 90 year-old, who has 
been regularly visiting DZG since its 
opening day in 1937, has adopted many 
of the site’s collection over the last 79 years, 
but is Romy’s first one!

Muriel said: “I know Romy can be difficult to 
see and I’d never even seen her when I 
decided to adopt her, but I’d heard about 
her from keepers and thought she may 
not get a lot of adopters if people can’t 
see her.”

The nonagenarian received her adoption 
pack through the post and was thrilled to 
see the one-year anteater for the first time 
from the pack’s glossy photograph.

And the pensioner couldn’t believe her luck 
when on her next zoo trip she actually saw 
Romy for herself.

Muriel, from Wednesfield, said: “She came 
right up to the edge of the fence and she’s 
such a gorgeous thing.”

Muriel enjoying a relaxing time 
at the Zoo

Our newest animal, Giant anteater Romy, 
has her first adopter and it’s none other than 
our longest visiting supporter, Muriel Thatcher. 



Pascal the 
Burrowing Owl
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The five month-old was abandoned by his parents 
when he was just a week old and bird keepers 
stepped in to rear the youngster.

The owl, who weighs a mere 134g now considers 
the staff his parents, noisily chirping whenever 
they’re around.

Keeper Kriss Pearson, said: “He’s very cheeky and 
is constantly calling to us as he knows we’re the 
ones who feed him.”

And when staff first rescued him, they were 
feeding the chick up to five times a day, on a diet 
of finely diced mice and rats.

Now he’s fully grown, he’s been moved to join 
the other birds of prey in the Elephant House, 
where the team have been working with him for 
a number of weeks training him up for the daily 
display in the 11th Century castle courtyard – and 
he’s quickly become a firm favourite with visitors.
Kriss added: “We’ve spent a lot of time with him 
getting him to fly to us.

“He already knew we had food, so we started 
getting him to hop towards it and then reward 
him with a treat when he made it.
“We then simply made the distance longer and 
longer and he soon worked out he would need to 
fly to get there. “
 

“Visitors love him because he’s very cute; who 
doesn’t love a tiny owl and he’s a bit different, 
as during the show he usually ends up on our 
head or runs across the floor following us 
instead.”

Catch the bird of prey show at 12pm each day 
in the castle courtyard.

Despite standing at just 20cm tall, 
little Pascal the Burrowing owl has 
a big personality! 
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Members Events.......

VISIT SANTA’S GROTTO • FREE ZOO  ADMISSION • SURPRISE GIFT FROM SANTA

Halloween hocus pocus
Thursday 27th October 2016

Friday 28th October 2016

5pm-8pm
LAST ADMISSION 5.45PM

Join our Halloween Hunt and visit the Haunted 

Keepers Cottage if you dare for a trick or 
treat surprise!

• Come dressed as a ghoul, witch, little monster 
  or spooky character

• Castle Creatures Critters

• Dippy’s Halloween Show

• Meet Lou the Bat

• Candle lit pumpkin patch

PLEASE CALL
QUOTING YOUR

MEMBERSHIP 
NUMBER

FOR FURTHER
DETAILS

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO  PURCHASE ON THE EVENING

VISIT 
SANTA’S 
GROTTO 
IN OUR

FREE GIFT FOR
ALL CHILDREN

MEMBERS
1st-24th

0 1 3 8 4 
2 1 5 3 1 3
dudleyzoo.org.uk

Prices: Child (1 yr+) 
with Gift £6.50 

Child Under 1 yr
with Gift £3.50

Adult Santa Visit FREE

See Santa’s Reindeer in the Courtyard
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It was 1988 and a 16-year-old Matt 
Lewis thought he was coming out 
for a day trip to DZG with his mum.

Unbeknown to him, he was actually coming for 
an interview for a trainee bird keeper’s position, 
which his mum had applied for on his behalf.

Fast forward 28 years and the rest they say is 
history as Matt secured the job and has risen 
through the ranks to Zoo Manager, where he 
now deals with all the operational work of the 
daily running of the zoo. And living on site means 
Matt’s job is never 9am – 5pm, there’s never a 
typical day and with three phones on the go, 
there’s always a call that needs answering!

7am: My day begins opening the zoo offices 
so the cleaner can start work and the keepers 
can clock in when they arrive.
 
8am – 10.30am: I check emails and the 
curator’s diary as I’m still responsible for
the animals twice a week to cover days off, 
before carrying out a walk of the 40-acre site 
to check the collection and catch-up with 
any contractors we have on site – I’ve never 
actually recorded how many miles I walk 
in a week just by walking the site, but I’d 
be interested to know!
 
10.30 – 12.30pm: My mornings are mostly 
made up of meetings with different people, 
either off-site with outside organisations such 
as the council, health and safety companies or 
emergency services or they’re onsite meetings 
with our catering team where I get to taste 
new menus. I also catch up with curators to 
discuss the animal collection.
 

A day in the life of........
12.30pm: I don’t get to work with the animals that often these days and 
I do miss them after working with them for so many years, especially the 
penguins who are my favourite. However today I need to catch the new 
lorikeets, who have recently arrived at the zoo and have been in quarantine 
for the last few weeks and ring them for official identification purposes 
before releasing them into their new exhibit.  
 
1pm: Should be lunch if I’m lucky!! but there’s usually something I need 
to deal with, it could be an issue with the chairlift or the land train, which 
I also oversee or a question that need answering from the office.
 
2pm – 5.30pm: More meetings – this time with the Zoo Management 
Team followed by a catch-up with the section leaders to discuss proposed 
new animal exhibits for next year and the zoo’s Presenters to talk about 
new education workshops we’ve started to run.  
 
6pm: The zoo’s now closed to the public, so I have to make sure everyone 
has left the site and all the staff are clocked out. I also speak to section 
heads and curators again to make sure there are no animal issues from 
the day and prepare a weekly update which I email out to all staff.
 
7pm: All offices are locked up before I complete a final check around the 
site and meet the overnight security guard to handover – it’s then back to 
the emails and paperwork.

But usually Matt doesn’t stop there...

• If we have any animals in the Animal Hospital, I check on them during 
   the night. 
• I may have animals at home that need 24-hour care. I’ve had all sorts      
   including a woodpecker and even a lion cub! 
• If alarms go off I have to respond whatever the time.  If it’s something I     
   can reset myself I will, if not, I have to call for an engineer to come out.
• I’m also the point of contact for all events that take place on site and 
   in the last few months I’ve overseen three weddings in a marquee on site  
   and an open air cinema event, all of which have early hour finishing times  
   for me after seeing everyone off site.

It’s a varied job and there’s never a dull moment!

Matt when 
he first 
started 
work the 
Zoo

Hand rearing Penguins

Matt proposing to his wife

Lesley in April 1997.
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The Grey Lady

The most famous and frequently seen 
ghost is Dorothy Beaumont, otherwise 
known as the Grey Lady.

Legend has it the Grey Lady wanders 
aimlessly around the castle and its 
grounds because Dorothy was 
tormented by the fact her two 
dying wishes were not granted.

After her daughter, Frances, died 
during childbirth on September 23, 
1644, and just before her own death 
on April 28, 1645, Dorothy had asked 
to be buried beside her baby and that 
her husband John Beaumont, the 
Royalist Second in Command, attend 
her funeral.

She is most seen by the entrance to 
the castle keep and since the opening 
of The Grey Lady Tavern alarms have 
gone off in the middle of the night 
without reason and staff have 
experienced extreme temperature drops.

It’s the time of year when 
the nights are drawing
in and Halloween’s on 
the horizon…

The Undercroft

Allegedly the most haunted area 
of the castle, which contains two 
stone coffins.

The larger of the two stone coffins is 
rumoured to be the remains of one 
of the most feared Lords, John De 
Somery. On several occasions people 
have witnessed a pair of ghostly 
legs standing by the side of the coffin, 
believed to be John himself.
 
Another spirit said to be found here 
is a young girl known as Ellie, who is 
believed to be seven years-old. On one 
occasion she flipped a chair over in 
front of a group of paranormal 
investigators and fully manifested 
in front of another.
 
Above the undercroft is situated 
the Castle Chapel and in the large 
window overlooking the courtyard is 
reputedly where a figure of a monk 
has been seen.

 

The Drummer Boy

One of the site’s main legends is that of the English Civil 
War drummer boy, who was allegedly killed by 
a single musket bullet.

It is believed his ghost can still be heard drumming 
near the Warden’s Tower – the Tudor archway by the 
Reptile House, although it’s supposed to be a bad omen if 
you do!

Elderly couple

There’s also been a number of reports, 
including from DZG staff, of an elderly 
couple, dressed in period costume, 
walking arm in arm around the 
castle keep.

The man holds a crooked walking 
stick and wears a very tall hat, but 
they disappear into thin air!

Next time you’re in the castle, take 
a look around, you never know what 
you’ll see, or join our daily ghost 
walks at 3.30pm each day around 
the courtyard, when our Presenters 
will be explaining more about our 
extra visitors! 

 

Whether you’re a believer or a sceptic of 
things that go bump in the night there’s no 
getting away from the fact that the 11th 
century Dudley Castle in the heart of the 
zoological gardens is regarded as one of 
the most haunted castles in the world, behind 
the Tower of London, Dover Castle and 
Chillingham Castle in Northumberland.

There have been reputedly over 400 ghosts 
and spirits seen and recorded across the 
whole castle grounds and zoo site.
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Arachnid Mania.....  
Spiders may be one of the most feared animal 
species in the world, but for DZG’s Weekend Keeper, 
Sarah Redding, they’re a life’s passion!

Currently the 40 year-old owns 23 tarantulas 
which she keeps in tanks in her bedroom, 
including the world’s largest – the Goliath 
birdeater, called Bridget, who’s the size of 
a dinner plate!

Sarah said: “Nothing comes between me and 
my spiders; I just love them.

“They’re all so different and I can’t understand 
why people are frightened of them as they’re 
beautiful.”

The keeper, who works in Lorikeet Lookout, first 
began her arachnid obsession two decades ago.

She added: “I got to my late twenties and 
couldn’t stop thinking about spiders and 
wanting a tarantula.

“The feeling never went away, so I decide to 
give in and get one and I spent £25 on Bella, 
a Chilean rose tarantula. I thought that would 
pacify things, but it didn’t and after 
learning how to care for her and handle her, I 
only wanted more and more.”
 

Sarah Redding with one of her eight 
legged friends

Brazilian Black Mexican flamed Knee Chilian Rose
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Sarah now has a variety of spiders including 
the more aggressive and non handleable 
tarantula species, such as an orange baboon 
spider – which she named Orange Nightmare 
and her bad tempered cobalt blue spider, 
named Blue.
 
And each year the level three animal 
management student saves up for the annual 
British Tarantula Society exhibition and this time 
came home with seven more spiders, instead 
of the the three she went for!
 
Sarah, who’s studying at Rodbaston College, 
said: “All my family are terrified of spiders, so I 
don’t know why I’m not.
“My mum always tells me that when I was a 
baby I became fixated on a spider who was 
scuttling around the room and when I was 
little I can remember being so excited at 
discovering spiders in the garden, so it 
must have been something I’ve had since I 
was young.”
 
She’s even got permanent tributes to her 
obsession, with three spider-themed tattoos 
including a spiderman suit on her forearm.
 
Sarah added: “I do get a lot of comments about 
that tattoo in particular but it’s a great way for 
me to talk about spiders and explain all about 
them and hopefully change opinions about 
them in the process.”
 
Meet some of Sarah’s spiders…

Brazilian Salmon Pink Mexican Red Knee Jumper



Sally is reaching out
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During the school holidays Sally and her team of 
helpers visited 40 different attractions in the zoo’s 
bright green van, travelling across the borough 
and further afield to libraries, museums, fairs and 
festivals to spread the word about the wonderful 
work of DZG!

Sally said: “It’s been very busy but great fun 
as I love meeting people and hearing their 
zoo stories.

“A lot of people have given us great feedback 
about the zoo’s improvements, which is also 
lovely to hear and I do get a few people say they 
never knew Dudley had a zoo, so I soon set 
them straight!”

As part of Sally’s DZG roadshow promoting our 
upcoming events, she takes along a variety of 
cuddly, furry and scaly small creatures from the 
Discovery Centre for people to meet, as well as 
face painters to transform visitors’ faces into 
their favourite zoo animal.

Sally out on outreach at Sandwell  Valley with Sybil the 
Milk Snake.

If you’re hosting an upcoming event where you’d like DZG to attend, 
email sally.skinner@dudleyzoo.org.uk

 

DZG’s Outreach Activities Co-ordinator, Sally Skinner, 
has had a busy summer season out and about in her 
mobile roadshow!

Our most requested face painting 
design is the Tiger

Sally’s fun outreach facts!
Most requested face painting design: Tiger
Most asked question: Do you still have elephants?
Most enquires about: Keeper for a Day experiences
Most popular animal: Cockroaches
Number of kids go free vouchers handed out: 10,000
Furthest afield venue: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire



Kidz Stuff
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WIN
HALLOWEEN
GOODY BAGpumpkin 

carving
competition

SPOT OZ

Toucan
Cuddly 

Toy

WIN

We are offering one lucky winner the opportunity 
to win a Halloween bag of goodies!

Here’s your chance to get creative this Halloween, 
you can be as wacky or weird as you like.., carve a 
pumpkin pick the best photo and send it to us at 
competition@dudleyzoo.org.uk 
giving your name, age & contact details 
and subject “pumpkin carving” competition. 

Tiger Print Goody 
Bag, Tiger Cuddly 
Toy, Tiger Beaker 
and Fridge Magnet

See how many images you 
can spot of Oz our Toco 
Toucan he’s hiding 
throughout Autumnsedition 
of  ZooNooz! Good Luck......he’s 
hiding in many different shapes 
and forms.

Send your answers to 
competition@dudleyzoo.org.uk 
giving your name, age & contact 
details and subject “Spot Oz” 
competition. 

spot the difference 
competition winners
Congratulations to Harry Sagar & William Sagar 
who are joint winners of our Lorikeet Lookout 
spot the difference competition.
Both Harry & William Share Lorikeet Goodies.

Harry Sagar Age 5
 

William Sagar Age 8 



A ‘BIG’ Thank you from 
the DZG Team! 

Conservation work is key to DZG’s ethos and we’re proud to lend 
our support to important animal campaigns and raise funds 

for vital awareness projects.

Since June we’ve handed over £3,000 towards Tigers, Lions, 
Orangutans and Giraffes in the wild raised through visitor 

donations for raffles on awareness days and boosted 
by zoo funds.

June 21 – World Giraffe Day – £188 raised through win a 
giraffe feed raffle, boosted to £500 by DZG.

 
July 29 – Global Tiger Day – £686.72 raised for 21st Century Tiger 
through a three day raffle to win a tiger meet and greet, plus 

Daseep cushions, boosted to £1,000 by DZG.

August 10 – World Lion Day – £145.93 raised through a
raffle for a lion adoption and Jetpur cushion, boosted 

to £500 by DZG.  

August 19 – World Orangutan Day - £220.08 raised for 
The Orangutan Foundation through a meet and greet raffle 

and name the cuddly orangutan, boosted to 
£500 by DZG.

 
August 25 – Zoolympics - £84.75 raised for the 

The World Land Trust’s Atlantic Forest Appeal, boosted 
to £500 by DZG.

Thanks for your support!


